
CANADIAN ESSAY CONTESTS YOUTH

CBC Books has compiled a list of some of the writing contests open to young Canadians. Below, where prizes are listed,
the amount cited is for.

After reading the contest guidelines â€”which include helpful information about how to brainstorm and outline
a storyâ€”kids can submit illustrated stories to their local PBS station. In addition, copies of her book are
distributed to approximately 1, members of the Academy of American Poets. Ernest J. Dau Short Story Prize
for Emerging Writers This contest is a little different, because it requires you to already have published a short
story in a literary journal or cultural website. Award winners are required to submit a word biography, recent
photo and a short note thanking the Woods family for their generosity and support. ServiceScape Short Story
Award ServiceScape, a platform matching freelance writers, editors, and graphic designers with clients i.
Deadlines: See individual prize pages. One way to encourage them to polish their writing skills is to have
them enter a writing contest. Writing contests with multiple categories Some contests accept submissions in
multiple categories, so you could submit a novella as well as a poem or other work. Deadline: Annually in the
fall most recently in August or September. Submissions will be judged by readers on the fresh. Authors who
submit retain ownership of their work. The shortlist will be announced by August  Deadline: Contest is held
annually with rotating genres; the deadline for nonfiction has passed, and information has not yet been
published. Works must not have been published elsewhere. Entries are judged both regionally and
nationallyâ€”the highest-level regional work is submitted for national consideration. Not all submissions will
be published and kids are encouraged to read the Stone Soup archives to get a sense of what type of writing
the editors prefer. And honored on a something-karat-gold plaque! Where to find more legitimate, free writing
contests Looking for more opportunities to submit your work? Deadline: Biennially. Deadline: TBD 6.
Continue Reading. Kids can submit everything from stories and songs to editorials and plays. Deadline: See
individual contest pages. The original version of this story was written by Kelly Gurnett. Francis College
campus in Brooklyn, NY to deliver a talk about their work or teach a mini fiction workshop to St. Deadline:
November 29,  The great thing about Stone Soup is that kids can submit work as often as they want, regardless
of previous rejection or acceptance for publication. The next contest will be held in , and submissions will be
read between May 1 and May  Graywolf also offers smaller fiction and nonfiction prizes, with genres rotating
by year; was a nonfiction year, so fiction is up in  Submissions may be adult or YA novels. Submissions must
be short stories or novelettes up to 17, words in the genre of science fiction or fantasy, and new and amateur
writers are welcome to apply. Deadline: Annual submission window is September 1 through December 
National winners are published in anthologies and Scholastic publications. Deadline: Annually on October 31
for books published that calendar year. Eligible topics are broad so long as they have a relation to medicine,
and may include art, history, literature, education and more. Deadline for submissions for awards was August
31,  The winner will also have their story featured on the ServiceScape blog, which sees thousands of readers
each month. Each station chooses winners which are then entered in the national contest. Your stanzas â€”
rhyming or not â€” could be worth a fair amount of money in these poetry competitions. Before you submit
your work, run it through a grammar checker! We found 32 reputable, well-reviewed, free writing contests for
poets, fiction writers, essayists and more.


